Venue: Chatrium Hotel Riverside Bangkok
Address: 28 Charoenkrung Soi 70, Bangkholame, Bangkok 10120 Thailand
Contract: Tel.: (+66)23078888
E-mail: info.chrb@chatrium.com
Overview: Situated beside the legendary Chao Phraya River, Chatrium Hotel Riverside Bangkok is a multiple award-winning 5-star hotel in Bangkok offering unparalleled and truly breathtaking views – all just 36 km from Bangkok’s Suvarnabhumi International Airport.

Journey from Airport to Chatrium Hotel Riverside Bangkok

1. By Airport Rail Link and BTS sky train (from Suvarnabhumi Airport to Chatrium Hotel Riverside Bangkok) [Recommended]
   Step 1: At Suvarnabhumi Airport, on floor B1, take the Airport Rail Link (ARL) City Line to Phaya Thai station. The City Line departs every 20 minutes and takes 30 minutes (stopping eight stations) for a fee of 45 THB.
   Step 2: At Phaya Thai BTS station (Platform to Samrong or Bearing) take the train to Siam station (4 minutes travel, 2 stations away from Phaya Thai) for a fee of 22 THB.
   Step 3: At Siam station change to the Silom line (Platform to Bangwa) and take train to Saphan Taksin station (9 minutes travel) for a fee of 42 THB.
   Step 4: At Saphan Taksin station, take a taxi to the Chatrium Hotel Riverside Bangkok or walk to the Satorn Pier and take the hotel boat to the Chatrium Pier.

City Line Timetable

Timetable of Airport Rail Link (ARL) from Suvarnabhumi Airport to Paya Thai Station
Transfer Map from ARL to BTS Sky Train

**Important note:**
- The Airport Rail Link (ARL) operates from 06.00 to 24.00
- The BTS sky train operates from 06.00 to 24.00

Transfer Map from Sky Train Station (BTS) to Hotel Boat
2. By Taxi (from Suvarnabhumi Airport to Chatrium Hotel Riverside Bangkok)

Metered taxis are available from the airport to the hotel. Passengers need to add 50 THB surcharge to the taxi fare. The distance from the airport to the hotel is about 36 km and the fare varies from 350 to 550 THB, depending on the traffic conditions (excluding express way).

Step 1: Go to the taxi service counter on 1st floor (Arrivals), near exits No. 4 and 7.

Step 2: Take a taxi slip that will indicate which taxi number you should take. You need to inform the driver of your destination. The Chatrium Hotel Riverside Bangkok is a well-known hotel in Bangkok, so it should not be a problem for the taxi driver to locate the hotel.
3. By Taxi (from Don Mueang Airport to Chatrium Hotel Riverside Bangkok)

Take a meter taxi to the hotel (with 50 THB airport surcharge). The distance from the airport to the hotel is around 33 km and the fare varies from 300 to 450 THB (excluding express way). Please go to the taxi service counter on 1st floor (Arrivals), near exit No. 8 and get a taxi from there.

4. Journey ticket purchasing of BTS Sky train system

**BTS Single Journey Ticket**

1. Please prepare 1 THB, 5 THB or 10 THB coins to buy tickets. You may change bank notes to coins at ticket counters in the station.
2. Check the fare of your travel from the fare information board next to the ticket vending machine and then press the fare button for the station of your destination.
3. Insert coins to pay for the ticket which will be printed by the machine.

**Important note:**
- ARL and BTS tickets are not linked. You need to buy a separate ticket when transferring from ARL to BTS or vice versa.
- For the BTS, a one-day pass ticket is also available which can be purchased from a counter at any station.
- When arriving at the station of your destination, you need to use your ticket to exit. Please don’t lose it.